
'rDevialets are like no other
amplifiers on the market"
r Devialet llO tntegrated amplifier

ta449O **** *

-, 
evialet's oricinal amDlifi€r the

I I.,-o*-r- ci,se.r somerhinp nr
lJ a stor. i.r high-end circles.liere
was a slim unit - looking more akin to a
pair ofposh bathroom scales than any
traditional piece ofhi-fi - that not only
challenged the very best amplifiers
around in sound quality, but did it with
a hybdd electronic design that was as

innovative as any we've come across.

A few years on and the company has

enjoyed massive investment. The result
is a three-strong range of amplifien to
replace the orlglnal. The 110 is the baby
ofthe range: it may look much lil(e the
odginal, but it sells for half the money.

Look for the areas where money has
been saved and you'll find them. Power
is down from 24Ow per channel to (as

the model name implies) llOWper
channel. That shiny casework is subtly
different, as is the distinctive remote
control - both look and feel less luxudous
than the original, but still have more
than enough quality for the price, evefl if
the finish is a magnet for fingerprints.

A chip oft the old block
The heafi of the 11O is still pure Devialet.
Take off the cover and lool( inside and
we d bet a sack ofmoney that even
expeienced electronic engineers would
struggle to figure out how the circuit
worl(s. Devialets are like no other amps
on the ma (et, and dontuse any ofthe
conventional circuit structures. Like its
siblings, the 110 has a clever anangement
whereby a low-power, high-quality Class

Aamplifierworks in tandem with a more
poweful Class D circuit to ddve the
speakers. The idea is to deliver top-quality
sound from a compact, environmentally
friendly box, and it works.

TECH SPECS

Type lntegrated

Linelevelinl
Ml phono inl
MCphonoinO
USBinYes
Tape loops 0
PreampoutNo
HeadphoneoutNo
TonecontrolsYes
Remote control

Dimensions(hwd)
4x38 x 38cm

All the internal workings happen in
the digital domain, so even analogue
signals (including those from a record
player) are converted before the
amplifier processes the signal.

co configure
The clevemess extends well beyond
the electronic design and space-age

appearance though. Devialet has had
a fresh look at the features set too. Like
the D-Premier before it, this amplifier
is configurable.

The physical connections at the back
include optical, coax and USB as well as

a pair of RCAS. Each ofthese can be
fine-tuned to an appropriate source, so,

for example, theanalogue RcAs canbe
set for line'level use or configured as a
phono stage (moving-magnet only in
this case). All this is done by means ofan
online confi gurator, which downloads
onto an SD card. The SD card fits into a

rear panel slot and the 110 automatically
uploads the configuration data.

Connect the 110 into your netwo (
wired orwirelessly (with an optional

f1O0O module), and this amplifier
will even stream music from your
computer. Just download suitable
software (Mac or Pc) and off you
go. It s easy to impl€ment, and
the losses involvedin going
wireless are far less than such
a connection normally entails.
There are even iOS and Android
smartphone apps that control
volume level and source selection.

The Devialet's unusual shape
means that while it can beused
in aconventional manner on a
decent equipment lack, it's also
suitable for wall mounting. That E
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The cleverness extends well
beyond the electronic design
and space-age appearance
See overleaf for more detail...

Behind the music
Pierre-Emmanuel Calmel
co-founder and designer

.Our intention is to
create the perfect

balance between
high technologyand
exceptional design.
We deliverthiswith

the help ofour ADHo (Analogue Digital

Hybrid) tech nology, with itsclearand

measurablesonic benefits, and our

future- proof system arch itectu re:

configurable firmware with free
software upgrades.

ADHo technology uses both

analogue and digital amplification in

parallel.The Class A amps providethe

signal, and are responsible forthe sonic

clarity and purity, while the Class D amps

deliver the power Sincewe madethe
D-Premieramp. we ve also improved

the circuit board, and enhanced the
power supply and signal processing."
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A traditional arlangement is

bullrytofit into the Devialet's slimline

, Configurable inputs Socketscan beassigned
.tspecific 

f unctions using online software
downloaded onto an 5D card which is then loaded

intothe backof theamplifier

Thecompany hastherefore chosen to
the 5r',ritch'mode route to ensure the lto

dmple reseNes of power

'lyffd 
amplification The heart of

the Devialet's innovative design is the
ofa powerfulClass D circuit working

a small but high-quality Class A partner

lnput prucessor The llO works in the digital
domain throughout, so even analoguesignals

frcm, say, a record player a re converted to digita I

before the process can begin.

small display changes orientation
accordingly. Clever.

Soit's unusual and clever, but does
the 110 sound any good? The answer is a
resounding 'yes'. If you're looldng for a
clean, precise-sounding amplifier we
don t thinkyou'll find better for the
money. We can't think ofadval that
uncovers so much fine detail, making
evetl dense pieces of music such as

Steve Reich s Mrsrc Fo r 18 Musicians
easy to unlavel.

Agiuty and bass resolution
It's an agile sound, one that defines the
leading and trailing edges ofnotes
superbly. We're particularly impressed
by the way this amplifier rende$ bass
frequencies - lhere s no sense ofblur wirh
overlaid notes, and lovely resolution.

Move on to something harder-edged,
such as Nirvana's lvelezn'?d and the
Devialet responds with glee.It's a
rhythmic amplifier, onewith solid
punch and the ability to communicate
the aggression in the music well. High
volumes aren't an issue either - the amp
stays astonishingly clean - although in
the end the limitations of 1l0W a
channel are heard. Pushtoo hard and the
presentation starts to sound a little
gubby and stnined.

We played a lange of music, from
Mahlet's Sy mp h o nJl No.4 (2 4-blt I l92k[z
fed through the 110's asynchronous USB)

toa heavily compressed 256kbps
version of Eminem's Mockingbird, arld,
in each case the Devialet's cla ty
and insight impresses. It will show
up any flaws in the recording but
never overplays the shotcomings.

Surpdsingly. despite the tonal neutrality
ardprecision, this amplifier doesn't fall
into the trap ofsounding clinical or
sterile either The joy and energy in music
is kept intact and communicated well.

Drop the volume right down and the
story changes a bit. The impressive clarity
remains for the most part, but the sound
loses a surprising amount of dynamic
sparkle and rhythmic cohesion. Most
amplifiers suffer from losses in these
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areas when thevolume level drops, but
the effect here is far more obvious. We'd
even go as far as to say ifyou regularly
listen to music at very low volumes this
is probably not the amplifier for you.

Hot stufl
Play the amplifler at the kind ofvolume
levels it encourages and it runs pretty
hot too. Make sure it has plentyof
ventilation to prevent overheating.

Is the llo a D-Premieronthe cheap?

For the most pait it is. The sacdfices ia
build are well judged and, for outright
clarity, we think the cheaper option is
good enough to wolry the olderamp.

As apackagewe can't think of another
option that mardes such sonic skill in
sucha neat and stylish package.

Provided the lowvolume issues don't
bother you, this amplifi er positively
demands an audition.
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Rating*****
FOR Crisp, articulate and massively deta iled

sound; in novative engineering; sl€ek looks

AGAINST Loses some ofits sonic magicat

lowvolumes

VERDICTAn exceptiona I all-rou nd package-

The 11O is an amplifierto lust after


